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22 Abstract

23 Optimization of electrophoretic techniques is becoming an increasingly important area of research as microdevices are
24 now routinely adapted for numerous biology and engineering applications. The present work seeks to optimize
25 electrophoresis within microdevices by utilizing ultra-high voltages to increase sample concentration prior to separation. By
26 imaging fluorescently-tagged DNA samples, the effects of both conventional and atypical voltage protocols on DNA
27 migration and separation are readily observed. Experiments illustrate that short periods of high voltage during electrophoretic
28 injection do not destroy the quality of DNA separations, and in fact can enhance sample concentration five-fold. This study
29 presents data that illustrate increases in average resolution, and resolution of longer fragments, obtained from electrophoretic
30 injections utilizing voltages between 85 and 850 V/cm.
31  2002 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
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34 1 . Introduction in electrophoretic applications because they dissipate 43

heat effectively, enabling separation voltages of up 44

35 The many adaptations of microdevices for numer- to 30 kV to produce rapid, efficient separations. In45

36 ous biology and engineering applications have made addition, microdevices provide a unique opportunity46

37 optimization of electrophoretic techniques a high for direct visualization, which facilitates our under-47

38 priority. Electrophoretic separations of biomolecules standing of the dynamics underlying the electro-48

39 are now routinely performed within microdevices phoretic process [4,5]. The present work seeks to49

40 due largely to the parallel analysis [1] and process optimize electrophoresis within microdevices by re-50

41 integration [2] facilitated by microfabrication [1–3]. examining the protocols used during conventional51

42 Microfabricated channels are particularly successful separations. Specifically, this work focuses on sam-52

ple stacking (or sample concentration effects) present 53

during electrophoretic injection. Here, we utilize 54*6 Corresponding author. Tel.:11-212-650-5209; fax:11-212-
ultra-high voltages to increase sample stacking (sam- 557 650-6727.

8 E-mail address: vazquez@ccny.cuny.edu(M. Vazquez). ple concentration) prior to separation. The physical 56
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63 effects of conventional and atypical voltage protocols microdevice. This process is called sample loading89

64 during electrophoretic injection are readily observed and is used to create a uniformly distributed DNA90

65 using fluorescently-tagged molecules. These results sample within the cross-injector offset. Lastly, a91

66 are then correlated with electropherograms to separate potential gradient, typically called the run92

67 produce practical, experimental data that illustrate voltage,V is imposed between the cathode and 93R,

68 the benefits of increased stacking to DNA sepa- anode ports of the device in order to attract DNA94

69 rations. towards the positively charged cathode. As a result,95

the run voltage initiates electrophoretic injection of 96

70 1 .1. Microdevice operation DNA molecules into the channel, as well as their 97

subsequent separation. 98

71 Microdevices used for DNA separations are com- During the early stages of injection, DNA mole-99

72 prised of four different reservoirs (cathode, anode, cules migrate rapidly within the sample of the cross-100

73 sample and waste), and three distinct channel sec- injector, but experience an abrupt drop in velocity101

74 tions (separation channel, cross-injector and channel upon reaching the lower field within the high-con-102

75 tail) [1] as seen in Fig. 1. Conventional separations ductivity electrolyte buffer [7,8]. The subsequent103

76 are performed using four consecutive steps: pre- decrease in velocity creates a thin and concentrated104

77 electrophoresis, sample loading, electrophoretic in- zone of DNA molecules at the interface between the105

78 jection and separation. During pre-electrophoresis, a sample and separation buffer, called the stacked plug106

79 large potential gradient of several hundred volts per [9] or stacked sample [10]. This ‘‘stacking’’ mecha-107

80 centimeter,V , is first imposed between the cathode nism [8,11,12] is a unique, physical process caused108P

81 and anode ports of the device, and later the sample by a difference in potential gradient between the109

82 and waste reservoirs. The protocol is used to evenly sample and the buffer solution. Sample stacking110

83 distribute the ions of the buffer solution within all of increases the sample concentration throughout elec-111

84 the channels of the microdevice in order to facilitate trophoretic injection and has generated high-resolu-112

85 subsequent loading of DNA [6]. Afterwards, a tion data in numerous subsequent electropherograms113

86 different loading potential gradient,V is applied [5,13]. 114L,

87 along the sample and waste reservoirs of the cross- A higher sample concentration is desirable be-115

88 injector in order to draw DNA molecules into the cause of the initial condition it creates. In a theoret-116

58

59 Fig. 1. A schematic of a conventional microdevice illustrates an 11-cm-long separation channel, a ‘‘double-T’’ cross-injector configuration,
60 and channel tail section. The sample channel is depicted on the upper left-hand side of the image while the waste channel is shown on the
61 lower right-hand side. Cathode and anode reservoirs are denoted by ‘‘C’’ and ‘‘A’’, respectively, as are the sample, ‘‘S’’, and waste, ‘‘W’’,
62 reservoirs. The frontal and terminating boundaries of the DNA sample are also identified.
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118 ical case of maximum stacking, the DNA sample We have quantitatively measured the width of the166

119 could be one molecule wide due to extreme sample stacked sample using the values of intensity recorded167

120 concentration. In this case, molecules of all sizes for each pixel within the digital images. The results168

121 enter the separation channel with the same initial from video microscopy are then correlated with169

122 position. As a result, the number of pores initially electropherograms to quantify the benefits of in-170

123 available for migration is identical for each mole- creased stacking to DNA read-lengths and electro-171

124 cule, regardless of its size. This is an important point phoretic resolution. This study performed DNA172

125 as electrophoretic velocity varies with molecular separations within microdevices imposing injection173

126 mass [14,15] and, hence, spans three orders of voltages,V , between 85 and 850 V/cm. 174I

127 magnitude within a given sequencing reaction. In the
128 opposite case of zero stacking, DNA molecules 1 .2. The mechanism of stacking 175

129 begin separation behind thousands of other mole-
130 cules evenly distributed within the 250–500-mm The phenomenon of stacking within a cross-injec- 176

131 dimension of the cross-injector. This creates a con- tor operates on the same principle as stacking in a177

132 dition where the migration of smaller, fast-moving capillary [5,7,10,16]. When an electric field is ap-178

133 molecules is likely impeded by the slower-moving, plied along a channel, the flux of ions within the179

134 larger molecules which occupy a large number of channel generates a current that is described by its180

135 pores ahead of their paths. Optimal stacking enables current density,I [26]. This vector points in the 181

136 faster molecules to migrate ahead of the sample, direction of current flow and is strongly influenced182

137 thereby reducing barriers to migration. This would by the ionic conductivity of the medium. Due to the183

138 likely increase the signal (and number) of DNA chemical composition required for separations, the184

139 molecules detected, thereby increasing resolution. ionic conductivity of the buffer electrolyte solution,185

140 In the present work, a new high voltage injection k is typically much higher than that of the DNA 186B,

141 protocol is developed in order to optimize stacking solution,k Hence, when the run voltage is applied 187D.

142 within the channel prior to separation. Separations along the channel, a disproportionate amount of the188

143 are still performed using four consecutive steps, but potential drop is found along the low-conductivity189

144 now four distinct voltages are used in lieu of three. sample. However, as the DNA molecules migrate190

145 The advantage of this protocol is that it enables a towards the buffer solution, they exhibit an abrupt191

146 distinct injection voltage,V , to be used, specifically, drop in velocity upon experiencing the lower po-192I

147 to introduce a highly concentrated DNA sample into tential gradients present within the electrolyte. The193

148 the separation channel. Here, pre-electrophoresis is sudden decrease in velocity creates a very thin and194

149 performed using the voltageV followed by sample concentrated zone of DNA molecules at the injector195p

150 loading at the applied load voltage,V . Afterwards, a exit via the mechanism called ‘‘stacking’’ 196L

151 distinct injection voltage,V , is applied during elec- [9,10,16,18]. 197I

152 trophoretic injection, followed by a separate run Stacking can be described analytically using the198

153 voltage,V , imposed during separation. Values ofV one-dimensional moving boundary equation first 199R I

154 can be significantly greater thanV , but are applied described by Longsworth [24] in the late 1950s. 200R

155 for a maximum of 5 s to avoid sample degradation. Since DNA molecules are constrained within the201

156 After this time, an electronic switch instantaneously cross-injector prior to separation, the sample has two202

157 reduces the voltage to a more conventional value,V , DNA boundaries, the frontal and terminating 203R

158 to be applied during separation. boundaries. The frontal boundary is formed between204

159 In order to visualize the motion of DNA samples the sample and buffer region closest to the anode,205

160 during electrophoretic injection, DNA molecules while the terminating boundary is formed between206

161 were fluorescently tagged with propidium iodide and the sample and buffer closest to the cathode. Mole-207

162 observed using an epi-fluorescence microscope. cules on the frontal boundary immediately migrate208

163 Once the sample was introduced into the mi- out of the sample and into the buffer electrolyte209

164 crodevice, detailed images of its migration within the during injection because of their proximity to the210

165 cross-injector were captured using a CCD camera. anode [9,20]. In contrast, molecules on the termi-211
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213 nating boundary migrate towards the anode within the cathode. In the first type of stacking, molecules257

214 the sample at all times during injection as a conse- are concentrated on the frontal boundary. To first258

215 quence of their position within the cross-injector. order, with constant potential gradients within the259

216 Using the moving boundary equation, stacking is sample, DNA molecules experience an abrupt de-260

217 described utilizing a Lagrangian reference frame that crease in velocity only when they reach the frontal261

218 migrates concurrently with the sample’s frontal boundary. Here, molecules are influenced by the262

219 interface. The stacking velocity can be determined lower potential gradients of the electrolyte buffer263

220 from the expression [9,19]: almost immediately, and concentrate on the frontal264

boundary of the sample. In terminator-type stacking, 265
mC mC V (C 2C )D,S D,B ST D,S D,B molecules are concentrated on the terminating 266
]] ]] ]]]]]221 2 5 (1)
k k I boundary of the sample. Here, the potential within 267S B

the sample is continuously modified as the sample 268
222 where m represents the electrophoretic mobility of width diminishes, imposing the largest gradients near 269
223 DNA, C is the concentration of DNA, D, presentD,S the terminating boundary [9] and the smallest po- 270
224 in the sample, S, andC is the concentration ofD,B tential gradients towards the frontal boundary. Ac- 271
225 DNA in the electrolyte buffer, B. The ionic con- cordingly, molecules accelerate during electropho- 272
226 ductivity of the sample, S, is denoted byk while kS, B retic injection when the stacked sample reaches their 273
227 represents the ionic conductivity of the buffer, B. position. A concentrated, stacked sample of DNA 274
228 The parameterV represents the stacking velocity,ST molecules is developed on the terminating boundary 275
229 i.e. the velocity of the terminating boundary with as a larger number of molecules are accelerated by276
230 respect to the frontal boundary, andI is the total the high potential gradient associated with this 277
231 current density within the channel. The current interface. Our previous work [4] has experimentally 278
232 density is defined by the total flux of ions within the identified stacking of DNA molecules within mi- 279
233 channel, which in the general case can be attributed crodevices as terminator-type stacking. The different 280
234 to electromigration, diffusion, and convection as potential gradients within the sample in the cases of 281
235 expressed in Eq. (2). frontal and terminator stacking are illustrated in Fig. 282

2. 283236 I 5 2k=F 2F S z D =C 1Fu S z C (2)i i i i i

237 where F is the electric potential in volts,F is
4

238 Faraday’s constant of value 9.65310 C/mol, k is 2 . Experimental section 284

239 ionic conductivity in S/cm,D is diffusivity mea-
2

240 sured in cm /s,z is the dimensionless valence Electrophoretic injections of DNA solutions were285

241 number of thei-th ion, u is the bulk velocity (which observed within the cross-injector portion of mi- 286

242 is identically zero for a fixed sieving matrix), andC crodevices using the 103 objective of an inverted, 287
3

243 is concentration in 1/m . For the general problem, epi-fluorescence microscope (Nikkon TE-3000). A288

244 the conductivity can change in time due to redistribu- CCD camera collected the intensity of the fluorescent289

245 tions of ions within the channel. As shown previous- signals emitted by the labeled molecules at a rate of290

246 ly [21,22], an expression for the stacking velocity, eight frames per second using a time-lapse protocol291

247 V , can be obtained utilizing Eqs. 1 and 2 simul- (Openlab software). Intensity measurements obtained292ST

248 taneously. from pixels located in the channel centerline were 293

249 One of the more complete stacking models pro- then converted into 8-bit digital images using a 256294

250 posed by Gebauer et al. [9] defined two types of gray-level scale. 295

251 stacking termed frontal- or terminator-type stacking. Microfabricated devices used in this study were296

252 DNA exhibit frontal-type stacking when molecules manufactured from 150-mm-diameter glass wafers297

253 accumulate near the frontal boundary of the sample, (Corning, NY) using techniques described in the298

254 nearest the anode. Conversely, DNA exhibit ter- literature [1]. The channels are hemispherical in299

255 minator-style stacking when molecules accumulate cross-section, approximately 40mm in depth and 90 300

256 near the terminating boundary of the sample, nearestmm in width, and have an effective separation length 301
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304

305 Fig. 2. The set of four images on the left-hand side illustrates a representative case of frontal-type stacking while images on the right-hand
306 side illustrate terminator-type stacking. Potential gradients,=F, within the channel at different times,t, are represented by dashed lines. As
307 seen, frontal-type stacking predicts constant potential gradients within the sample during stacking, while the model of terminator-type
308 stacking predicts potential gradients that change with time and position of stacking.

210
309 of 11.5 cm. The sample and waste channels of each ples were also fluorescently labeled with 10M 335

310 cross-injector are approximately 5.0 mm in length, propidium iodide to facilitate detection during ex-336

311 and horizontally offset by a distance of 250mm. periments. 337

312 Glass reservoirs (Ace Glass, Vineland, NJ) of 50-ml DNA sequencing reactions were loaded into the 338

313 volume are affixed around the laser-drilled holes that cross-injector by applying a negative potential of339

314 access the electrophoretic channel in order to contain 2300 V (corresponding to 150 V/cm) to the sample340

315 the appropriate volumes of sample and buffer solu- reservoir and keeping the waste reservoir at ground.341

316 tions. The inner walls of the microfabricated chan- During sample loading, the buffers in both the anode342

317 nels were coated using a Hjerten procedure [23] and cathode reservoirs were left floating. Leakage of343

318 while a polymeric sieving solution of 2% linear excess sample from the cross-injector into the sepa-344

319 polyacrylamide (LPA, 9 MDa) was loaded into the ration channel was prevented with a small electric345

320 channel center at rates that ensured minimum degra- pull back voltage (|40 V/cm) applied to both halves 346

321 dation [24]. Channels were re-loaded with a new of the loading channel 10 s after injection, as347

322 volume of sieving solution prior to, and in between, described previously [4]. In all experiments, a run348

323 successive sample loadings and injections. voltage between 85 and 850 V/cm was applied for 5349
210

324 Polydisperse reactions were prepared using 10 s during electrophoretic injection and then reduced to350

325 M concentrations of DNA sequencing reactions the standard 150 V/cm for full separation using a351

326 obtained from the M13mp18 vector [6]. Sequencing voltage relay switch. Additionally, pre-electropho-352

327 reactions were comprised of single-stranded DNA resis was performed at 300 V/cm for 3 min, before353

328 molecules ranging from 1 to 7300 bases in length, each sample was loaded into the channels. In order354

329 including the template molecule. Polydisperse sam- to obtain resolution data from electropherogram355

330 ples were synthesized via standard cycle sequencing analysis, the G-traces of Big-Dye-Terminator labeled356

331 chemistry with AmpliTaq-FS, Big-Dye-Terminator DNA sequencing reactions were used [1,4]. The357

332 labeling (Applied Bio-Systems/Perkin-Elmer, Foster G-traces were selected due to minimal cross-talk and358

333 City, CA) and desalted using Centri-Sep spin col- ease of tracking isolated peaks over the entire range359

334 umns (Princeton Separations, Adelphia, NJ). Sam- of fragment sizes. From the resulting electropherog-360
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370 rams, the migration time of the sequencing fragments Gaussian in Fig. 3 unless ultra-high voltages are405

371 were plotted against their base number and fitted used. 406

372 with a Gaussian distribution using Microcal Origin The first digital image in Fig. 3 illustrates the407

373 6.0 software (Microcal Software, Northampton, MA, stacked sample generated by applying an injection408

374 USA). voltage that is only slightly higher than the conven- 409

tional run voltage,V 5236 V/cm. As seen, the width 410I

of the sample is fairly large and displays a sharply 411

concentrated region of molecules in its center. Using 412

375 3 . Results and discussion an injection voltage ofV 5394 V/cm, the width of 413I

the sample is slightly decreased and its overall DNA 414

376 3 .1. Digital images distribution is more compact. The electrophoretic 415

injection performed usingV 5427 V/cm is truly the 416I

377 Using the new high voltage injection protocol, the first to illustrate the improved stacking dynamics417

378 shape of the stacked sample at the exit of a 250-mm- desired. Here,|92% of DNA molecules are concen- 418

379 long cross-injector offset is observed quantitatively. trated into one profile, while only traces of DNA419

380 The effectiveness of this protocol to increase the molecules are ‘‘unstacked’’. Further, the distribution420

381 sample concentration is evident in Fig. 3. The set of of DNA molecules is near perfectly Gaussian when421

382 six digital images on the left-hand side of the figure electrophoretic injection is performed using the ultra-422

383 displays the shape of different stacked samples high voltage ofV 5708 V/cm. 423I

384 obtained after electrophoretic injection. Images are The quantitative plots seen to the right of each424

385 arranged in order of increasing injection voltage,V , digital image depict the width of the stacked samples 425I

386 as indicated by the values shown near the top of each proceeding injection. These plots display fluorescent426

387 image. The set of plots on the right-hand side of the intensity measurements from the corresponding digi-427

388 figure displays the corresponding fluorescence in- tal images using a 256 gray scale. As seen in Table428

389 tensity within the stacked sample as measured along 1, the width of the stacked sample produced from an429

390 the channel centerline. These plots represent the injection voltage of 236 V/cm was 73mm, while the 430

391 molecular distribution of DNA molecules within the stacked sample developed via an injection voltage of431

392 stacked sample, quantitatively, on a 256 gray scale. 708 V/cm was only 27mm wide. In addition, the 432

393 As seen from Fig. 3, the distribution and overall digital images gathered during high voltage injection433

394 width of the sample decrease quickly with increasing illustrate the inaccuracy of using the conventional434

395 voltage during injection. Note, the sample width is full width at half maximum analysis,W , to 435FWHM

396 defined by the distance between its frontal and model distributions of DNA as Gaussian. As seen436

397 terminating boundaries. In addition, molecules of the from Fig. 3, the parameterW is not accurate 437FWHM

398 stacked samples in Fig. 3 do not appear to migrate in unless ultra-high voltages are used. 438

399 a Gaussian profile until very high injection voltages Table 1 demonstrates that ultra-high voltages not439

400 are applied. This is somewhat surprising, as the only produce Gaussian distributions of DNA, but440

401 distribution of distinct DNA populations has been also decrease the full width at half maximum,441

402 traditionally modeled using Gaussian profiles in W , of the stacked sample. As seen, an injection 442FWHM

403 electrophoretic analysis [13]. However, the distribu- voltage of 426 V/cm produces a stacked sample with443

404 tion of molecules within the stacked samples is never W 521 mm, while a voltage of 708 V/cm 444FWHM

210363 Fig. 3. The set of six digital images on the left-hand side represent the shape of a 10M polydisperse sample following electrophoretic
364 injection, as captured in real-time via video microscopy. In each image, the sample arm of the cross-injector is seen on the upper left-hand
365 side (denoted by the letter ‘‘S’’), while the waste arm is shown on the lower right (denoted by the letter ‘‘W’’). The cathode and anode are
366 located at the far left and right, respectively, of the main separation channel oriented horizontally in each image. Each image illustrates the
367 stacked sample generated via high-voltage injection protocols. All experiments utilized a load voltage,V , of 300 V/cm and run voltage,V ,L R,

368 equal to 150 V/cm. The values of injection voltage,V , used for each experiment are shown in the upper right-hand corner of the images.I

369 The set of six plots on the right-hand side of the figure illustrates the corresponding intensity profile of each stacked sample.
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449 Table 1 Table 2 469
450 Width of the stacked DNA sample during electrophoretic injection Read-lengths and resolution measurements,R , obtained from 470L

451 using high voltage protocols separations performing high-voltage injections 471
452 472
453 V W W V Read-lengths HighestR AverageR 473I F FWHM I L L

454 (V/cm) (mm) (mm) (V/cm) (bases) (bases) 474
455 475
456 236 73 – 236 50–510 150–250 0.42 476
457 394 62 – 554 52–512 178–310 0.55 477
458 426 55 21 708 55–510 198–325 0.57 478

479
459 554 51 19

All separations were performed using spin-column-purified 480
460 630 40 15 21010 M sequencing reactions, 2% solutions of 9 MDa LPA, a 481
461 708 27 9
462 load voltage ofV 5300 V/cm and a run voltage ofV 5150 V/cm 482L R

463 Measured width,W , is defined as the distance between the within identical 250-mm-length injectors. Actual electrophoretic 483F

464 frontal and terminating boundaries of the sample. These values injections were performed at the elevated injection voltages,V 484I,

465 were experimentally determined using intensity values from the denoted in the table. 485
466 channel centerline. Further analysis of intensity measurements
467 provided a full-width at half-maximum representation,W ,FWHM same overall read-lengths (50–510 bases), Table 2515
468 where applicable.

also indicates that higher values of injection voltage 516

increased the resolution of larger DNA molecules. 517

486 develops a sample withW 59 mm. If we were As seen, when an injection voltage of 236 V/cm was 518FWHM

487 to represent the distribution of the stacked sample used, an average resolution of 0.42 was obtained,519

488 obtained from usingV 5236 V/cm as a Gaussian with molecules 150–250 bases in length exhibiting520I

489 with a W of 45mm (as would normally be done the highest resolution. When the injection voltage521FWHM

490 lacking digital images), these data indicate high was increased to 708 V/cm, a higher average res-522

491 voltage injection increased stacking by a factor of olution of 0.57 was measured, but the highest523

492 five. resolution was exhibited by DNA 198–325 bases in 524

length. Although the 25% increase in overall res- 525

493 3 .2. Correlation with sequencing results olution is significant, the fact that the highest res- 526

olution region was shifted to larger molecules is 527

494 Data obtained from fluorescent imaging have perhaps an even larger discovery. These preliminary528

495 clearly demonstrated the increased sample concen- experiments indicate that higher levels of stacking529

496 tration resulting from high voltage injections. These may be the key to sequencing larger DNA fragments,530

497 data are now correlated to separation data obtained or possibly increasing overall read-lengths during531

498 from electropherograms performed using identical separations. Although the optimal benefits of stack-532

499 injection protocols. Although numerous researchers ing will surely depend upon a detailed match of the533

500 [13,14,25] have documented the negative effects of channel geometry and experimental conditions with534

501 high run voltages during separation, these newest the desired assay, the modified high voltage protocol535

502 experiments indicate that short periods of high will certainly assist in this effort. 536

503 voltage during injection do not destroy the quality of
504 DNA separations.
505 Results of separations of DNA sequencing re- 4 . Conclusions 537

506 actions performed under identical experimental con-
507 ditions described in the Experimental section are In this study, high voltage injection protocols were538

508 summarized in Table 2. All separations were per- used to increase sample concentration during electro-539

509 formed using a conventional run voltage,V 5150 phoretic injection, prior to separation. The effective- 540R

510 V/cm, applied after electrophoretic injection. The ness of this protocol was well described by digital541

511 data illustrate that implementation of the high volt- images and intensity measurements that documented542

512 age injection protocol increased DNA resolution by increased levels of stacking induced by high voltage543

513 25%, as anticipated in Section 1.1. However, al- injection protocols. These data were also supported544

514 though each separation produced approximately the by electropherograms which confirmed that stacking545
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